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Abstract 
This paper presents perspectives on security requirements and security features as viewed by 
vendors of commercial database products. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Industry Panel is new to this, the Ninth IFIP WG 11.3 Working Conference. We decided 
to raise the question of what kinds of database management security features and assurances are 
requested by customers rather than to ask about requirements imposed by government statute or 
evaluation criteria. 
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The members of the panel were Ronda Henning of Harris Corporation, Roger Miller of IBM 
Santa Teresa Laboratory, Tom Parenty of Sybase, and Jess Worthington of Informix. The four 
sections below, respectively present their personal perspectives. 

2. DATABASE SECURITY-THE CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE 

2.1 An Integrator's Introduction 

The question before us is- as vendors and researchers, are we pushing secure database tech
nology in directions that are commercially viable? Nobody will ever claim security is an "If you 
build it, they will come" technology. Security, if indeed perceived as a requirement, is a wonder
ful additional feature, provided: the vendor does not charge extra, the hardware doesn't need to be 
resized, and the administrator can figure out what to do with it. This discussion addresses the 
product consumer's perspective. 

2.2 Has the Database Application Evolved? 

If we examine database technology over the last twenty years, it is readily evident that it has 
evolved to a higher life form. The following figure illustrates this evolution. 
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In 197 5, the database lived on a mainframe, was, if advanced, a hierarchically structured entity, 
and stored frequently entered information. Its main purpose in life was to keep a relatively static 
record, and make sure it only had to be entered once. The database was the application. Today, 
very few users would agree that the DBMS is "the application". Rather, the DBMS is the re
pository of organized information that is used by "the application". It is not an end in itself, but 
a means to the end. Databases live on servers, and are accessed by clients. Queries by form, or 
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by example, literally take any user and make them database literate. Presentation of the data, and 
the access method, have become equally important to data organization and retrieval times. On 
line Transaction Processors (OLTP) frequently take the human out of the loop, and allow direct 
processor-to-processor interaction for DBMS access. The database has become a source of all 
knowledge, to be accessed by all applications. 

2.3 What do the Users Want? 

What do the database users (customers) demand for security? These opinions are based on ten 
years of requests for proposals as a systems integrator, for commercial customers, state and local 
governments, and U.S. Government organizations. 

2.3.1 Ease of Administration 

Companies use databases as a force multiplier - to accomplish more with fewer people. 
However, if the cost savings in manpower is consumed in database administration functions, it is 
a false savings. All the security mechanisms in the world will not be used if the vendor expects 
the database administrator to read 300-400 pages before he can define a schema. 

Beyond the basic product administration, there is a larger problem - we have not defmed a 
good set of tools to help the administrator specify a security policy. Corporations have very 
broad security policy statements - for example, a hospital policy may be "no patient specific 
information leaves the LAN, except accounting information;" or "no remote users access cost 
data." How these policies are implemented is the responsibility of the database administrator, 
with policy compliance verified by the corporate auditor. 

There is also the issue of "when is security not security" -when the customer says it is not. 
For example: "Users of the system shall have restricted access based on their data profiles" In the 
eyes of the customer, this is a simple, in-line constraint on queries; to the security engineer, this 
is a statement of security policy. Calling it a security policy may result in the vendor being told 
he doesn't understand the problem. 

2.3.2 Integrated Security Services 

In the current client/server environment, integrated, transparent security services are the ulti
mate objective. Users only want to have to identify and authenticate once, on their workstation, 
and then have all system to system authentication accomplished on their behalf. In the event a 
service requires digital signatures, the user wants to access that authentication information in a 
common manner, with a common signature repository. Auditing is another area where each layer 
in the system architecture builds on the mechanisms below it. 

Service replication is perceived as inefficient. In this regard, the concept of TCB subsetting is 
appropriate and desirable. 

2.3.3 Nontraditional Data Types 

The concept of "one database" containing all the information about a given entity, including 
voice, video, and imagery data types, is becoming a reality in some customer communities. Five 
years ago, the thought of processing "Terabytes" of information daily in real time would have 
been an impossibility. Today, some customers not only expect to process data into the database 
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as quickly as the network can send it, but also expect to be able to search for information within 
an image. 

2.3.4 Dynamic Security Policies 

As was stated previously, consumers need tools to specify their security policies. A related 
topic is the ability to change those policies on the fly. The perishability of data content is getting 
higher, meaning that as data it can be there forever, but its "real utility" may be measured in sec
onds, minutes or hours. One customer, a trading firm, maintains a database of applicable news 
clippings from the wire services. The cost of a full text profiling system, which routes the infor
mation to the appropriate trader on its way into the database, was justified because it provided a 
"five minute advantage" over a human in the loop. Likewise, what organizations and people have 
a need-to-know changes over time. To date, security policies are binary. They are not condi
tional entities. 

2.3.5 Accountability 

Equally as important as specification of access/disclosure policies, is the concept of account
ability. In a patient record system, for example, it is not enough to know who accessed a given 
patient's record, the patient record must also carry the digital signatures of the patient care team 
to determine how treatment regimes are modified and by whom. 

There is also the question of defining and specifying the auditable events associated with a 
given application. As a corollary, we must also be able to effectively perform audit reduc
tion/compression on the audit files themselves. 

2. 3. 6 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality, secrecy, and disclosure policies are, in fact, the essence of a security policy. 
If we cannot prevent disclosure of information, we do not have a secure product. What we need 
to better quantify is how much prevention is enough, from what risks are we preventing disclo
sure, and how predictably do our mechanisms function. 

2. 3. 7 Integrity 

The essence of a database management system is its ability to enhance data integrity. Con
straint processing, data validation triggers, and single point entry all promote data correctness. 
What we have not really addressed is a good measurement of integrity services. Integrity tends 
to be a property data has, or does not have, and it exists as a corollary to system reliability. 

2. 3. 8 Centralized Management Capability 

While a database may be distributed in nature, the growing trend is to centralized management 
of applications software through SNMP-based management agents. While centralized manage
ment may reduce manpower, the question of authentication of management commands, and man
agement information, must be addressed. 

2.4 What are We Giving Them? 

As product vendors and researchers, are we making good progress? Note that the listed con
sumer wants has no mention of inference, or data aggregation. For most commercial customers, 
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the products do a good job with confidentiality and integrity, a fair job with accountability, and 
could use a better integration with network/operating system security services. 

What is perceived as lacking is flexibility. Security policies are specified once, changed sel
dom, and installed forevermore. As such, they do not reflect reality for most user environments. 
Real time applications that are on-line 24 hours/day do not login/logout on shift change. Role 
based mechanisms more accurately reflect an organization's command hierarchy, but are not con
sidered a set of strong security mechanisms. 

2.5 Summary 

In conclusion, our customers are specifying target architectures, and standards compliant solu
tions based on their long term evolutionary goal. Security services are not usually considered a 
near term achievable objective. It is up to us, the vendor and research community, to change that 
perception. 

3. DB2 SECURITY AND CONTROL 

IBM provides a wide range of security and database products, so this will be a very high level 
overview of the functions and features. The environment is demanding, since IBM databases 
store millions of gigabytes of data, with the largest databases already in the 4 terabyte range and 
growing fast. We find that most large companies and government agencies have their vital data in 
VSAM, IMS, and DB2. 

The key drivers for database technology are the increases in microprocessor power and price -
performance. While we know how to build powerful processors and we know how to build in
expensive microprocessors, we don't know how to build inexpensive, powerful processors. We 
have learned to couple the inexpensive CMOS microprocessors and harness them with parallel 
processing to make the powerful, inexpensive solutions. The cost of storage has dropped even 
faster than expected, so that CD ROM and magnetic disk storage are generally cheaper than pa
per- even for storage. For retrieval, the cost is orders of magnitude less. The price has fueled a 
dramatic increase in database sizes, often doubling each year. Communication bandwidth has in
creased in speed and dropped in price even faster, but latency has not changed significantly. The 
dominant trend in communications is moving applications from latency into bandwidth, with im
plementations such as stored procedures in the database and replication. Objects are also im
proving our productivity and data reliability. The increases in parallel processing power, storage 
sizes, and network bandwidth allow us to process larger amounts of data and gain the benefits of 
object-oriented technology. 

The databases provide extensive controls for data, built around the DBMS definitions, such as 
subsystem, database, plan, table, and view. These definitions are related, and the DBMS secu
rity understands the relationships. For example, dropping a database includes dropping the table 
spaces, tables, views, and all of the related authorization. DBMS security includes two types of 
authorization model: direct from user to data and a transaction model from user to plan and plan 
to data. Groups of users and administrative authorities are included in the security, and DBMS 
security is integrated with the database management system. The SQL standards and implemen
tations include GRANT statements, REVOKE statements, and VIEWS. Views can be used to 
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limit access down to the field or content level. Definitions and security can be queried by 
authorized users. A common view definition permits users to list only tables which they are 
authorized to access. Connections to many environments - Batch, TSO, IMS-TM, CICS, Dis
tributed- provide some complexity for security. The operating system security monitor, typi
cally RACF, is used to provide user ids, connection authorization, and data set protection. 

An extensive, selective audit facility provides a security and access audit trail. 
Open Blueprint is a standards-based approach for multivendor distributed computing. It pro

vides the technical foundation for IBM's Client/Server distributed systems software strategy. 
Open Blueprint can help to preserve existing investments while enabling new technology inte

gration. IBM is committed to industry based standards for distributed systems. Open Blueprint 
describes multiple forms of distributed computing within the enterprise. It enables the develop
ment, execution and management of distributed applications in a heterogeneous, multivendor en
vironment including the network-centric computing environment. 

As we continue to offer distributed computing solutions to our customers, that exploit the ca
pabilities of public networks (e.g. the Internet), the Open Blueprint structure continues to 
evolve. 

The IBM security strategy is to provide end-to-end security for applications and information 
across multiple hardware and software platforms and networks. Organizations cannot afford the 
loss of, or damage to, their information resources. As new applications are added and infonna
tion systems are opened to users, the exposures increase. IBM is a leader in the security field. 
offering a wide range of products, technology, solutions and services for protecting information 
where it is located: on operating systems, in servers, in databases, and across networks. Tlu·ough 
our strategy of providing comprehensive security facilities on each system platform, IBM prod
ucts help to protect customer information. Through our commitment to open systems, IBM is 
extending these strengths and offering solutions to better protect that information in open, het
erogeneous, client/server, distributed environments. 

Installations having only a single system and no remote users can control security risk some
what easily. Systems managers must control access to data and system resources, while at the 
same time protect data and programs from accidental or malicious ham1. Security exposures 
could result in financial loss, loss of competitive edge and/or loss of public confidence. It is es
sential that controls are put in place to detect security compromise and also to verify that secu
rity controls are working, including audit trails. 

Expanding access to computer installations is accomplished by connecting remote users to a 
single system or a network of systems, as is typical in most installations today. The security 
objectives remain essentially the same, but the risks increase with added users and connections. 
However, with the advent of Internet access today and the future promise of the Information 
Highway, there is no longer the same sense of network security. Networked systems must con
tinue to provide the same levels of protection for assets as we have come to expect in single sys
tem environments. 

Technology continues to evolve, and many are moving into full client/server and distributed 
environments. These new configurations, and the environments being created, are forcing the im
plementors to become increasingly concerned about security issues. Many organizations today 
are looking at or implementing an environment of multiple systems with remote users and inter-
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organizational computing. The exploitation of satellite and mobile/wireless communication tech
nology are adding new complexities to security solutions. Portable laptop systems are becoming 
more common and encourage mobile end user exploitation. Information resources are increasingly 
being made more available. Application technology is evolving in new directions with image 
processing, multimedia capabilities, and object oriented solutions. 

Examples of these technology directions are evident in all industries; for example: 

• government agencies and~ companies provide connections on the Internet 

• banks share automated teller machine networks 

• corporate executives travel with laptop PCs and logon from hotel rooms 

• manufacturing firms have electronic data interchange arrangements with suppliers and cus
tomers 

• doctors and health services agencies have electronic connections to laboratories and diagnos
tic specialists 

Establishing effective security policy and measures in this new environment becomes an ex
ceedingly complex task; the security requirements are essentially the same, but the security risks 
increase significantly. 

To address this changing environment, the IBM Security Strategy specifies a set of common 
security facilities that can provide for the protection of resources. The security facilities are 
based on the services and mechanisms described in the ISO 7498-2 Security Architecture Stan
dard. 

These facilities are: 

• Identification and Authentication 
• Access Control 

• Confidentiality 

• Data Integrity 
• Non-repudiation 

• Security Management including Audit 
IBM offers this set of distinct security facilities, which an organization can tailor to meet its 

objectives, and are designed to address the risks and costs associated with: - Controlling who can 
do what with information resources - Protecting information from unauthorized disclosure or 
modification - Verifying that selected security controls are working 

In summary, security is defined as the protection of information assets from sender to receiver 
or client to server, as it relates to information: 

• Confidentiality 

• Integrity 

• A vail ability 
The IBM Security Architecture is a model for integrating security services, mechanisms, ob

jects, and management functions, across multiple hardware and software platforms and networks. 
The architecture supports the strategy for providing end-to-end protection of applications and 
information within an organization. 

The objective of any architecture is to graphically describe, in conceptual terms, the frame
work and boundaries that define the components of an acceptable solution to a known problem, 
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or that satisfy a known list of security requirements. The architecture described here provides a 
framework for implementing security services, as well as for planning for changes expected in the 
future. If followed, it can help to preserve a secure environment and to ensure the protection of 
an organization's vital resources. By using this framework to reduce the complexity of security 
implementation and to provide consistency across system platforms, an organization can main
tain security as its environment continues to evolve. 

The IBM Security Architecture relates the security facilities so that the services provided are 
system-wide to ensure a consistent view of security across the entire organization. The security 
architecture is discussed further in IBM Security Architecture (SC28-8135-l). 

The primary requirements from customers are for improved productivity for users and ad-
ministrators through improved consistency across 

• Database management systems 

• Distributed Systems Management, such as System View and DataHub Management 
• Operating systems and hardware platforms, For example, 

* integration with MVS security and RACF 
* Distributed Computing Environment 

Improved management and audit capabilities are attempting to provide distributed processing 
capabilities with dramatic improvements in ease of safe use. IBM products are being improved 
and new products are being introduced to meet the customer needs. 

4. SYBASE AND SECURITY: WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT 

As the sixth largest independent software company in the world, Sybase is very much aware 
of the security requirements and needs of a broad cross section of customers. These require
ments fall into a small number of categories. There are issues of access control, user authentica
tion, communications security and auditing. Sybase has addressed these needs through a small 
number of architectural structures. 

Beginning with access control, there are the standard features, such as GRANT and REVOKE, 
that are part of the SQL language and so are part of relational DBMS's. In addition to those 
mechanisms, there are mechanisms and specific Sybase implementations of relational properties 
that can be used for access control. For instance, views can be used for access control using the 
concept of owner implied grant. If I own a table, can define a number of different views on that 
table, each implementing a different security policy. I can grant access to these views to different 
users, depending upon the access I wish to grant them. I then revoke access to the underlying 
table to all users. The Sybase access control mechanisms will then prohibit users from accessing 
the base table; they can only use the specific view they were granted access to. 

Sybase has also implemented the mandatory access control mechanism specified at the B I 
level of the TCSEC. In 1988, Sybase delivered its first multilevel DBMS and, based on the feed
back of users attempting to build a viable multilevel work environment, made significant changes 
to support real world operations. The most significant of these is support for trusted users, trig
gers and stored procedures. Theses trusted subjects operate over a range of security levels as 
opposed to simply being MAC-exempt. This allows finer granularity of control and therefore 
reduced risk. There is a trend on client/server computing of pushing more and more data out to 
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the end user and pushing more of the data manipulation out to users as well. For example a user 
may execute a SQL query and then use a spreadsheet on the client host to perform further analy
sis on the data. The use of mandatory access control provides a critical function in ensuring that 
end users only get the data for which they are authorized or legally entitled. 

In the area of user authentication and communications security there are many possible solu
tions and in fact different customers choose different solutions. In order to support these user 
requirements, Sybase has developed an architectural structure called the Security Control Layer. 
This layer provides a uniform application calling environment for security services, so that cus
tomers can choose different approaches to user authentication and client/server communications 
security without having to customize their applications to a specific security service. This also 
permits the easy migration to new kinds of security services with requiring application changes. 

One of the traditional problems with audit data is the task of analyzing and managing the audit 
trail. Sybase has developed support for up to eight separate audit trail devices to ensure the 
audit trail never fills up. In addition to the standard SQL tools that can be used for audit analy
sis, there are data warehousing products that could be used in environments with especially large 
amounts of audit data. 

As Sybase moves forward in incorporating security features into its products there are two 
considerations that are kept in mind. The first is that we are concerned with the secure manage
ment of data and this goes beyond just the DBMS itself. The second is that security features 
should be an enabling technology that allows our customers to conduct business, what ever that 
might be, in ways they couldn't before. 

5. INFORMIX 

Informix was the first RDBMS to complete NCSC evaluations at the C2 and Bl levels. In
formix is currently evaluating its OnLine Secure Product at the B2 level. Inf01mix has also com
pleted evaluation at the E2/FC2 and E3/FB l Levels in Europe under the ITSEC evaluation crite
ria. Informix is clearly the leading provider of secure RDBMS technology. After completing all 
the appropriate Government mandated product security evaluations, sales revenues were not as 
large as expected. Informix looked to the commercial market place for a broader customer and 
business base for its secure technology. A substantial effort was undertaken to talk to as many 
commercial customers as possible around the world and in numerous lines of business. There 
appears to be a substantial market for a "commercial" secure RDBMS product with customers in 
several lines of business from banking and healthcare to manufacturing. The question before this 
panel is what do customers want in a "commercial" secure product vs. the government mandated 
products. 

It was our experience that most customers were very anti "DoD grade Security." Most com
mercial customers found the "DoD grade Security" security to be too expensive and burdened by 
excessive overhead when designed to meet the DOD Orange Book (DoD 2800) requirements. The 
major problem for commercial customers seemed to be the government's "system Centric" ap
proach to assurance. They did not want to be forced into using secure operating systems and 
secure networks or accept the high system management workloads that accompany DoD grade 
high assurance systems. 
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Many commercial customers found the governments approach to Identification and Authenti
cation (I&A) to be lacking the necessary robustness to meet their concerns. The governments 
approach to I&A is basically centered around the use of a User ID and a Unique Password to 
control access to secure systems. Commercial customers specified much different and probably 
more stringent I&A requirements. Commercial customers fairly consistently said that mere 
USERID and Password were not nearly strong enough and specified a more stringent set of con
trols based on Who, When, Where, and What application. For example, a user might have one set 
of privileges when running an approved application from the PC in his office at 1 0 AM on a 
workday. He might have very different privileges if he spawns an application from a different 
office or makes an ad hoc query against sensitive data. He most probably have yet another very 
different set of privileges if he were dialing in from his laptop at 11 pm. 
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FIGURE I 
Commercial customers seem very interested in capabilities to prevent a user from copying 

data to a floppy disk, or maybe from locally saving at all, or doing a cut and paste, and etc. dur
ing a "sensitive" session. Figure 1 depicts the threats commercial customers most wanted to con
trol. These all require some sensitive and intrusive measures at the client machine, initiated by 
the "server", to manage these issues. 

Commercial customers seem very interested in capabilities to prevent a user from copying 
data to a floppy disk, or maybe from locally saving at all, or doing a cut and paste, and etc. dur
ing a "sensitive" session. Figure 1 depicts the threats commercial customers most wanted to con
trol. These all require some sensitive and intrusive measures at the client machine, initiated by 
the "server", to manage these issues. 

Commercial customers also were very interested in a open and flexible way to implement 
cryptographic measures for additional security. ·This was especially true in the financial and elec
tronic commerce markets where digital signature and non-repudiation are very big issues. The 
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requirement levied on Informix was to support these additional, probably third party provided, 
security technologies. This means API support for emerging security standards such as GOSSIP, 
SESAME and etc. in order to create as much of a security aware plug and play environment as 
possible. 
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Many commercial customers seem to be much more interested in robust data security, i.e. 
data labeling, than in total system security. Their goal was in large measure to keep people, who 
do not have a need to know, from seeing sensitive data and combining data in inappropriate 
ways. They want to do this with absolute minimal coding of security functionality into their cli
ent applications. In order to have the flexible application depicted in Figure 2, and avoid the 
problems of client and applications based security. 

Functionality, it is imperative that data labeling be available and that the mandatory access 
control based on those labels be server based and provide the necessary confidence and reassur
ance in the integrity of the mechanisms. They are willing to use other technologies such as fire
walls and cryptography to provide the supporting capabilities 

The bottom line is that commercial customers have very different environments, very different 
requirements, and are much more open to different ways to solve the problem. Most customers 
put great faith in the fact that the technology underlying these non -"DoD grade Security" prod
ucts was evaluated at high assurance levels by an agency like the NCSC, even though they did not 
subscribe to the system centric approach and a Bell-LaPadula security policy and were not will
ing to buy the high assurance evaluated products, they trusted them because of the DoD lineage. 

Informix has addressed this market by modifying its B2 high assurance RDBMS to run on a 
standard non-secure operating system. This product provides all the data security functionality 
of the high assurance 82 product with only C2 assurance (assuming the operating system is at 
least C2). This product seems to satisfy most commercial database privacy requirements on gen
erally available hardware. Informix OnLine Commercial Secure is the first, and currently, the 
only product to fill these requirements. Informix is committed to database security and has pro
duced a family of products to meet the many threats and security requirements (Commercial, C2, 
Bl and 82) facing our customers today. 


